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Biden begins, market highs, debt surge, inflation hold, everything bubble, K recovery, venture boom
A shortened version this week. We begin the Biden era and the stock market shot once again to new all-time
highs. We look at some of the challenges the incoming administration will face going forward. We also look at
the huge surge in debt and explain why we don’t believe we will face a huge surge in inflation. Any inflationary
push will come from commodity shortages. For example, with constrained lumber production growth in
Canada, the Canadian Conservative Growth Strategy* holds West Fraser Timber Co. Ltd. which produces
primarily lumber and stands to benefit from higher trending lumber prices. But what has surged in price are
assets valuations in the stock market, housing market and collectible market. The everything bubble. The K
recovery as the rich get richer while upwards of 20 million Americans receive unemployment benefits all
against a surging pandemic that is about to cross 100 million cases globally. Will the vaccine bring the globe
out of the slump? Q1 still looks negative but what about Q2? We also look at how we believe the stock market
and gold will perform going forward. All signs appear positive for both even as there will be periodic
corrections. But will a crest come in 2021 for both?
Our chart of the week (page 8) looks at the surging TSX Venture Exchange (CDNX) and its history of booms and
busts. We appear to be in the midst of another boom that still has further to go.
We ask – will winter ever arrive? Still awaiting. Have a great week.
DC

* Reference to the Canadian Conservative Growth Strategy and its investments is added by Margaret Samuel,
President, CEO and Portfolio Manager of Enriched Investing Incorporated who can be reached at 416-203-3028
or msamuel@enrichedinvesting.com
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“The difference between playing the stock market and the horses is that one of the horses must win.”
—Joey Adams (born Joseph Abramowitz), American comedian, vaudevillian, radio host, nightclub
performer, and author; 1911–1999
“Stock market bubbles don’t grow out of thin air. They have a solid basis in reality, but reality as distorted
by a misconception.”
—George Soros (born György Schwartz), Jewish-Hungarian born American businessman, magnate,
billionaire investor and philanthropist; b. 1930
“If stock market experts were so expert, they would be buying stock, not selling advice”
—Norman Ralph Augustine, American aerospace businessman, U.S. Secretary of the Army 1975–1977,
Chairman & CEO Lockheed Martin Corp., chairman of the Review of United States Human Space Flight
Plans Committee; b. 1935
The stock market celebrated the arrival of the Biden era by rallying to new all-time highs. Does that portend
the start of a new up-move for the stock market? Well maybe, maybe not. One day does not make the start of
a new up-trend. The new administration faces a raft of issues and challenges. The huge divisions in the country
are but one of many issues. The divisions are not going to disappear overnight and may even deepen. The
divisions will continue to weigh on the country both politically and economically.
Setting aside the divisions, the incoming Biden administration faces many other challenges. Among these are
climate change/environment, the economic fallout from the pandemic, and inequality in income and wealth.
As to the first, climate change and the environment, Biden has already rejoined the Paris climate accord that
will take effect in 30 days. Second, he cancelled the Keystone XL pipeline and has instructed to review and take
action on more than 100 actions on the environment. There are numerous challenges with the environment
but there is also considerable opportunity and huge potential for job growth. Renewable energy stocks have
been one of the strongest performers over the past year and many companies, including traditional oil and gas
companies, have been making substantial investments in renewable energy. Rather than be laggards, much of
the corporate world has been leading even as others, including some governments, cling to fossil fuel energy.
However, use of fossil fuels is not about to end any time soon and there will, no doubt, always be a role for
them.
The economic fallout from the pandemic will continue to be a major a challenge. The U.S. fell into recession in
2020, as did most of the world with exceptions (China, Taiwan) with unemployment hitting at one point a high
of 14.8% (U3), the highest level since the Great Depression. Upwards of 18–20 million are receiving some kind
of benefits. Over the past four years the U.S. labour force has barely grown despite population growth. The
unemployment rate is at levels last seen in 2013 as the U.S. was recovering from the 2007–2009 financial crisis.
The number unemployed for 27 weeks or longer is also back at levels last seen in 2013. Continued
unemployment claims hit a peak of 24.9 million back in May 2020 but today still sit at over 5 million, a level
well above anything ever seen before, dating even back to the Great Depression. For comparison sakes, the
numbers in Canada are proportionately similar with upwards of 1.8 million persons officially unemployed the
highest level seen in over 50 years. Since the onset of COVID-19 in March 2020 the total number of people
employed is 636,000 fewer than were employed in February 2020.
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Biden has unveiled a $1.9 trillion spending package to be funded by borrowing. The package contains $20
billion in a national vaccination programme and cheques of $1,400 to Americans on top of the $600 agreed to
in December. The package includes raising the minimum wage to $15/hour and emergency jobless benefits of
$400 per week. The package also includes $350 billion for emergency funding for states and local
governments. Despite this ambitious package, it could still face considerable opposition through Congress and
the Senate. Many of these same proposals failed earlier.
Support will continue to come from the Fed through its program of quantitative easing (QE) and maintaining a
very easy monetary stance. That is not expected to change. Also, the appointment of Janet Yellen could help.
Being past chair of the Federal Reserve and a well-known Keynesian, she would be supportive of
accommodative programs to get things moving again.
There is also a great need to upgrade the U.S.’s infrastructure. Many roads, airports, bridges, and dams have
not seen any significant upgrades since the 1950s. However, one big challenge will be the fact that skill levels
needed may not match skill levels that are available. There are vacancies in many areas, including health care
and professional services where there the problem is not insufficient people but insufficient training and
background required to fill the positions.
Biden will also face challenges on how to reform the tax system and how to deal with the myriad of tariffs and
sanctions that resulted in trade wars and foreign tensions, most notably with China, Russia, and Iran. He
cannot move too fast on those as with many things there are winners and losers and the losers are always the
most vocal and provide the stiffest opposition. Solving them will take considerable time and tensions will
remain.
All of this is occurring against the backdrop of the coronavirus pandemic that is now approaching 100 million
cases globally, with over 2 million dead. There are over 25 million cases in the U.S. with over 400,000 dead,
and expectations that by mid-February the death toll will hit 500,000. In the U.S., hospitals are overrun as they
run out of ICUs and beds with bodies stacked in the hallways, upwards of 200,000 businesses have either failed
or are in danger of failing, and schools are flailing, caught between the need for in-house classes vs. the reality
of online learning. The picture is repeated elsewhere, including here in Canada. As to the effects on the
economy, the expectation is that Q1 will once again see negative growth; however, given the vaccine rollout
there remains hope of a good Q2 and beyond. But will that be the reality?
The cries are out that spending to combat the pandemic is out of control, the debt is soaring, hyperinflation is
coming. The attacks are coming predominantly against the aid that would go to people. No such complaining is
being heard about the Fed’s QE program or support for businesses, which tends to favour large corporate
interests.
But is the debt out of control if the Fed is purchasing large amounts of it? In Japan, some 70% of the debt is
purchased by the Bank of Japan (BOJ), the rest by Japanese banks and trusts. That helps keep the bond yields
under control and staves off inflation. In Japan, the inflation rate for 2020 was 0.1%. The 10-year bond yield is
zero. The same is happening in the eurozone where the inflation rate is 0.3% for 2020 and the 10-year bond
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yield is negative 0.6%. In Japan, the federal debt to GDP ratio is 270% vs. 130% in the U.S. In the U.S. the
inflation rate for 2020 was 1.2% and the 10-year bond yield is 1%.
Another reason why hyperinflation is possibly not likely is that the velocity of money (how quickly a $1 turns
over in the economy) has plummeted over the past 30 years. It peaked in 1997 and has been falling ever since.
Money, as they say, is stagnant when it should be constantly turning over. This also helps keep the inflation
rate and bond yields low. While there are signs that shortages could send commodity prices higher, it is
inflation caused by the shortages, not by stagflation and an oil crisis that pushed oil prices through the roof as
we saw in the 1970s. Instead, given QE and hordes of liquidity being pumped into the financial system, the
inflation shows up in asset inflation in stocks, houses, collectibles (i.e., coins, stamps, comic books, trading
cards, dolls, board games, movies, records, books, toys, and much more – how about a Pokémon card for
$180K, a mint condition Batman comic book for $2.2 million, a gold aureus of Brutus for $4.3 million, ), and
yes, Bitcoin. Our chart below shows how U.S. M2 and the velocity of M2 have diverged with each other since
that crossover in March 2019. Since then, M2 has soared $5.1 trillion or 35% but the velocity of M2 has fallen
21%.
Money Supply (M2) and Velocity of M2

Source: www.stlouisfed.org

With M2 up $5.1 trillion since March 2019, we also note that the U.S. federal debt has soared $5.8 trillion or
26% and the Fed’s balance sheet has leaped $3.4 trillion or 87%. All that money sloshing around (liquidity) has
resulted in the S&P 500 rising 1,060 points or 38% and personal savings have soared up $928 billion or 72%
during the same period. But personal savings have been falling in recent months. At its peak in April/May 2020
personal savings had soared $5.1 trillion or 296%. The past several months have seen personal savings
depleting at a rapid rate. GDP, on the other hand, is up a mere $177 billion or 0.8%. The K recovery? The rich
get richer (stock market soaring) and everyone else awaits their support cheque. Inflation? What inflation? The
CPI is up 3% in the same time period while the PPI is flat.
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So, what does all this mean for the stock market and gold? While the stock market may face some short-term
bumps, the outlook remains positive. Given our penchant for looking at cycles, one we have focused on
recently is: when will the well-known 6.5-year cycle low hit again? It was last recorded in 2015/2016. The 6.5year cycle is a sub-set of the 18-year cycle which is a subset of the 36-year cycle and is itself a subset of the 72year cycle. Dating from 1932 (the Great Depression low), the 72-year cycle was recorded with the financial
crisis low in March 2009 (77 years). That low was also 35 years from 1974, the last recorded 36-year cycle low
and 1990 (or could be 1987), the last recorded 18-year cycle low. So, 2009 was an 18-year, 36-year, and 72year cycle low. A brand new long up cycle was born in 2009. We are currently only in the 12th year. The 18-year
cycle low could be expected anywhere from 2024 to 2030.
The 6.5-year cycle (range 5–8 years) has been reasonably consistent. Our chart starts with the important 1982
low (8 years from the 1974 low). Lows were recorded in 1987 (5 years), 1994 (7 years), 2002 (8 years), 2009 (5
years), and 2016 (7 years) (numbered 1–6). So, what was that March 2020 low?

Source: www.stockcharts.com
Ray Merriman of MMA Cycles (www.mmacycles.com) has noted that sometimes the 18-year cycle exhibits
both a series of 3–6.5-year cycles and even 2–9-year cycles. That latter is rare but happens. The March 2020
low came 11 years after the 2009 low so it is within the range of 7–11 years for the 9-year cycle low. It was also
only 4 years from the 2016 low so it was too early for the 6.5-year cycle but perfect for a shorter 4 year cycle
low. Since we have moved to new all-time highs once again, this tells us the 18-year cycle is alive as is the
current 6.5-year cycle. Furthermore, we are in the throes of a new 9-year cycle. The next 6.5-year cycle low
would be due from 2021–2024 and if we are correct it should not be below the March 2020 low. The question
is, when will this cycle peak?
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While we could be facing a near-term correction, we should come out of it and once again soar to new highs.
The peak of the current cycle could, we suspect, come by September and then we would enter into the 6.5year cycle low that could come in 2022. If we are still making new highs into 2022, then the cycle low would
come a bit later in the year or 2023. All this suggests that we are going higher still and one could purchase
pullbacks in the market. We would expect that any interim correction would not exceed 10%. One thing of
note is with the RSI indicator. Note how it is diverging with the price action as the RSI makes lower highs while
the S&P 500 goes higher and higher. It is merely an indicator. It doesn’t tell us when things will break. But note
how the same thing happened from 1995–2000. What followed was the high-tech/dot.com crash of 2000–
2002. Again, it’s a warning. It does not exactly tell us when we have topped, but if the previous one is any
guide, we should be in the final throes of this one. The top should occur this year.
What about gold? Gold peaked in August 2020 at $2,089. Since then, we have been in a corrective mode that is
now into its fifth month. We have noted previously that we have been looking for our 31.3-month cycle low.
The 31.3-month cycle is a subset of the 7.83-year cycle which is a subset of a possible 23–25-year cycle. The
last 23–25-year cycle bottomed in 1999 and 2001. The next one is due anywhere from 2022 to 2026. The last
7.83 cycle low was last recorded in December 2015 and the prior one was in October 2008. We are currently
the third and final 7.83-year cycle of the longer 23–25-year cycle. It is due next anywhere from 2021 to 2025.
So, it overlaps the 23–25-year cycle. The 31.3-month cycle was last recorded in August 2018 at $1,167 which fit
well counting from the December 2015 low. This would be the second one from 2015 and is due April 2021 +/5 months. So far, we have the November 30 low at $1,767, but admittedly it was a tad early. So, it may be our
low, but it also may not be. We could still see a new low in the next few weeks. Gold has struggled to get itself
above $1,900 recently and bigger resistance is seen at $1,950/$1,960. Once those are taken out and we clear
over $2,000 once again new highs should be seen with potential targets up to $2,200/$2,400.

Source: www.stockcharts.com
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The 31.3-month cycle low will be confirmed once we take out the recent high at $1,962. Trading into options
expiration (due January 29, 2021) could also bring us our low. The current bottom of the channel is near $1725
and under no circumstances would we want to see gold fall under $1,700 as that could signal the start of our
descent into the 7.83-year cycle low and 23–25-year cycle low. We doubt it and believe that crest could come
later this year or even into 2022. Once we find this low, we should embark on our final 31.3-month phase. The
7.83-year cycle can also create a half-cycle low of 4 years. That cycle may have made a bottom back in March
2020 as it was within range of 4 years 3 months. Since we made new highs after, that told us that the cycle
once again had shifted to the upside.
A positive sign for gold has been the performance of silver and platinum. Platinum has been making fresh 52week highs even as gold and silver struggle. Silver has been holding its 100-day MA even as gold has been
struggling to hold its 200-day MA and remains below its 100-day MA. The gold/silver ratio is currently at 72.63
well below its peak of 131.41 seen in March 2020. With both silver and platinum leading this portends well for
gold going forward. Silver in particular tends to lead in both bull and bear markets. With silver leading it tells us
that we remain in a bull market and we should go higher once this corrective period is over.
The bottom line is, only new highs can absolutely confirm that we are in the final 31.3-month cycle phase of
the current 7.83-year cycle and that the next crest or peak could be quite important. After that we could likely
see our steepest decline since 2013.
Continued liquidity, continued low interest rates, and the bulk of the funds falling into the hands of the banks
and dealers tells us that we should continue our upward march following any near-term pullback. That holds
for both the stock market and the gold market.
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Chart of the Week

Source: www.stockcharts.com
If you enjoy roller-coaster rides, then you will love trading on the TSX Venture Exchange (CDNX). Wild rides up
and down appear to be de rigueur. The CDNX began trading on November 29, 1999 and was purchased by the
TSX Group in 2001. The CDNX was the amalgamation of the old Vancouver Stock Exchange (VSE), the Alberta
Stock Exchange (ASE), and the junior venture companies from the Montreal Stock Exchange (MSE) as well as a
number of junior companies from the TSX’s Canadian dealing network. The old VSE was known as the wild,
wild west filled with colourful characters, scams, and scandals.
The CDNX has over 1,600 companies listed of which roughly 400 make up the S&P/TSX Venture Composite
Index. Mining companies make up a slight majority of the listed companies (53%) with another 15% from the
energy sector. The remainder cover a wide range of companies in technology, biotech, industrials, utilities,
finance, consumer and more, not dissimilar to what one would find on the big board S&P/TSX Stock Exchange.
Market cap of all the companies exceeds $50 billion. The CDNX has been most compared with the NASDAQ’s
OTCBB, a small cap exchange. Companies not able to meet the CDNX’s listing requirements usually trade on
the NEO Exchange. Canada also has the Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE), the Montreal Exchange (MX) that
trades derivatives, and NASDAQ Canada.
The focus here is the CDNX. It has been a wild ride. 1999–2007 up 437%, 2007–2008 down 80%, 2008–2011 up
263%, 2011–2015/2016 down 81%, 2016–2018 up 101%, and 2018–2020 down 65%. Are you out of breath
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yet? Since that low in March 2020 the CDNX has been on another tear to the upside, some 184% to date. The
best part is that is that run does not appear to be over.
Given the short history of the CDNX it may be a bit early to try and determine what cycles may exist. But based
on the limited number of observations we note the following: Nov 1999–Dec 2008 – 9 years 1 month; Dec
2008–Jan 2016 – 7 years 1 month; Jan 2016–Mar 2020 – 4 years 2 months. Average: 6 years 9 months.
However, if we use instead the low seen in October 2002, a point that corresponds to lows in the large cap
indices, as our starting point then the first run becomes Oct 2002–Dec 2008 – 6 years 2 months and our
average falls to 5 years 10 months. That could indicate the possibility of a 6-year cycle with a range of 4-8
years. That would peg our next major low to be 2026 with a range from 2024–2028. Wide, of course. That
cycle somewhat corresponds to the 6.5-year cycle we observed in the stock market.
Typically cycles subdivide into either 2 or 3 so the 6-year cycle could be two 3-year cycles or three 2-year
cycles. That would suggest a possible low, but not necessarily the final low sometime in 2022 or 2023. Now
how high could the CDNX go?
The current run on the CDNX has cleared the 21-month and 55-month MAs and 34-month EMA. This is the first
time since Jan 2018. The question is, can it hold above that level? Quite likely yes because volume has been
strong on this up move. The March 2020 low appears to have culminated in five waves down from the May
2007 top. There is a strong probability this up move is therefore a major corrective wave to the 2007–2020
decline. But how high could we go?
Fibonacci retracement levels can be seen at 38.2% - 1,438, 50%, 1,808 and 61.8% 2,177. An interim Fibonacci
retracement level is at 23.6% or at 1,021. At minimum, we should achieve that target that is currently only
about 90 points away. Resistance can be seen between the January 2018 high and the March 2014 high at
1,050. So, there is a possibility of a pause through here. Once above 1,050 the next target could be the 38.2%
retracement level. There would be little in the way of resistance above 1,050. The 21-month MA has not yet
crossed over the 55-month MA. If that occurs, that would be another positive sign as that has not taken place
since briefly in 2011. Other possible targets we can see are 1,220, a swing target based on the January 2018
high and the March 2020 low. That would also be equivalent to the run-up October 2008 to the March 2011
high. A run equivalent to the run-up to the May 2007 high could see a target of 1850-1900.
No matter how we currently look at the CDNX, the potential for higher prices is strong from both a cyclical and
technical viewpoint. In strong bull markets the small caps lead the way and the CDNX has done that, making
consistent 52-week highs of late. Once we take out 1,050, we could go on a stronger upside run. However, one
thing is for certain with the CDNX: it’s a wild ride—up and down. Oh yes, and the ride up is a lot more fun.
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MARKETS AND TRENDS
% Gains (Losses)

Trends

Close
Dec 31/20

Close
Jan 22/21

Week

YTD

Daily (Short
Term)

Weekly
(Intermediate)

Monthly (Long
Term)

Stock Market Indices
S&P 500
Dow Jones Industrials

3,756.07
30,606.48

3,841.47 (new highs)
30,996.88 (new highs)

1.9%
0.6%

2.3%
1.3%

up
up

up
up

up
up

Dow Jones Transports
NASDAQ
S&P/TSX Composite
S&P/TSX Venture (CDNX)

12,506.93
12,888.28
17,433.36
875.36

12,856.54
13,543.06 (new highs)
17,845.91
947.43 (new highs)

(0.7)%
4.2%
(0.4)%
4.3%

2.8%
5.1%
2.4%
8.2%

up
up
up
up

up
up
up
up

up
up
up
up

S&P 600

1,118.93

1,231.70 (new highs)

1.6%

10.1%

up

up

up

MSCI World Index
NYSE Bitcoin Index

2,140.71
28,775.36

2,179.62
35,910.10

(1.4)%
(12.0)%

1.8%
24.8%

up
up

up
up

up
up

299.64
315.29

288.84
310.93

1.5%
1.4%

(3.6)%
(1.4)%

down
down

down (weak)
down

up
up

0.91
0.68

1.09%
0.84%

flat
3.7%

19.8%
23.5%

0.79

0.97%

(1.0)%

22.8%

0.48

0.66%

1.5%

37.5%

US$ Index
Canadian $

89.89
0.7830

90.75
0.7860 (new highs)

0.8%
flat

1.0%
0.3%

neutral
up

down
up

down
neutral

Euro
Swiss Franc
British Pound

122.39
113.14
136.72

121.69
112.95
136.84 (new highs)

0.8%
0.7%
0.7%

(0.6)%
(0.2)%
0.1%

neutral
up
up

up
up
up

up
up
up

Japanese Yen

96.87

96.36

0.1%

(0.5)%

neutral

up

up

Precious Metals
Gold

1,895.10

1,856.20

1.4%

(2.1)%

neutral

neutral

up

Silver
Platinum

26.41
1,079.20

25.56
1,111.60 (new highs)

2.8%
2.0%

(3.2)%
3.0%

neutral
up

up (weak)
up

up
up

2,453.80
3.52

2,365.20
3.63

(1.3)%
0.8%

(3.6)%
3.1%

neutral
up

up
up

up
up

48.52
2.54

52.27
2.46

(0.3)%
(10.2)%

7.7%
(3.2)%

up
down

up
up (weak)

neutral
neutral

Gold Mining Stock Indices
Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
TSX Gold Index (TGD)
Fixed Income Yields/Spreads
U.S. 10-Year Treasury yield
Cdn. 10-Year Bond yield
Recession Watch Spreads
U.S. 2-year 10-year Treasury
spread
Cdn 2-year 10-year CGB spread
Currencies

Base Metals
Palladium
Copper
Energy
WTI Oil
Natural Gas

Source: www.stockcharts.com, David Chapman
Note: For an explanation of the trends, see the glossary at the end of this article.
New highs/lows refer to new 52-week highs/lows.
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Disclaimer

GLOSSARY
Trends
Daily – Short-term trend (For swing traders)
Weekly – Intermediate-term trend (For longterm trend followers)
Monthly – Long-term secular trend (For longterm trend followers)
Up – The trend is up.
Down – The trend is down
Neutral – Indicators are mostly neutral. A trend
change might be in the offing.
Weak – The trend is still up or down but it is
weakening. It is also a sign that the trend might
change.
Topping – Indicators are suggesting that while
the trend remains up there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is topping.
Bottoming – Indicators are suggesting that
while the trend is down there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is bottoming.

David Chapman is not a registered advisory service
and is not an exempt market dealer (EMD). He does
not and cannot give individualised market advice. The
information in this newsletter is intended only for
informational and educational purposes. It should not
be construed as an offer, a solicitation of an offer or
sale of any security. The reader assumes all risk when
trading in securities and David Chapman advises
consulting a licensed professional financial advisor or
portfolio manager such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated before proceeding with any trade or idea
presented in this newsletter. Before making an
investment, prospective investors should review each
security’s offering documents which summarize the
objectives, fees, expenses and associated risks. David
Chapman shares his ideas and opinions for
informational and educational purposes only and
expects the reader to perform due diligence before
considering a position in any security. That includes
consulting with your own licensed professional
financial advisor such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated. Performance is not guaranteed, values
change frequently, and past performance may not be
repeated.
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